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Editorial . . .
Steps To Aldersgate
That which occurred in the life of JohnWesley at Aldersgate
on a memorable evening in the year 1738 has rightly been the
subject of careful and intensive study during the years inter
vening between the event and our own day. This issue oiThe
Asbury Seminarian embodies four written studies of this event,
so filled with significance for the Christianworld, by members
of the Asbury Theological Seminary faculty. The painstaking
efforts of our colleagues in preparing these will, we are
certain, be rewarding to our readers.
It is to be expected that a personal event of such far-reaching
moment would occur at the end of a period of preparation, of
spiritual incubation. This preparation has been surveyed from
time to time; but from a somewhat unexpected quarter there
comes to us a new and fresh voice which casts added light upon
that which lay back of John Wesley's readiness for the Lord's
visitation of his heart in the midst of a small assembly, quite
possibly containing some visitors or emigrants from outside
England, at a house in Aldersgate Street in London.
Dr. Martin Schmidt, professor at the University of Mainz,
has surveyed the life and career of Wesley, as well as the
thought-climate of the early eighteenth century in England,
and combines with the insights gained in this way the perspective
of a German scholar who is sympathetically interested in
Continental movements which bore upon the young Wesley.
Two works are now available to the English reader from the
able pen of Professor Schmidt, the first a paperback, with the
English title, The Young Wesley , and the second, the first volume
of a two -volume work, bearing the English XMCiO,^ John Wesley :
A Theological Biography.
Dr. Schmidt's work as a biographer covers the usual events
in the boyhood and young manhood of Wesley; but in reading his
two works one soon finds that he is motivated by a desire to see
behind the mere events to the specific elements which finally
precipitated the crucial happenings in the life of the Oxford
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scholar from Epworth. One of these was, of course, his desire
to achieve personal sanctity through inter-personal fellowships.
The Holy Club was much more than a group of persons who
met together to cultivate personal piety on an individual basis.
As Dr. Schmidt observes, Wesley felt "his nature drawing him
into society" (p. 96). The group was, moreover, academically
responsible, seeking to relate the individual strivings of its
members to their total task.
Another element to which the distinguished professor from
Mainz draws attention is that of the interaction of Puritanism
and German Pietism within the mind and heart of Wesley. No
spiritually sensitive person in England could have failed to
sense the continuing impact of the winds of Puritanism which
still blew upon the land. Happily, Wesley was also open to the
modifying influence of Continental Pietism. More remarkable
still is the fact that he entertained so willingly the rather
humble exponents of Pietism, notably the Moravian, Peter
Bbhler. It is touching to see the Oxford fellow so willing to
learn from "this simple and yet obviously very resolute and
energetic man" (p. 226).
While one cannot determine precisely which elements in the
later movement of Methodism were derived from the Herrnhut
influence, it is evident that Peter Bbhler's work in Oxford and
in London bore a remarkable similarity to the later Class
Meetings in Methodism, while the single-minded emphasis
upon the Bible as the sole source of Christian authority, so
typical of the missionary-hearted Moravian, doubtless laid
the foundation in Wesley's heart for his later self-designation
as "a man of one Book. "
Too much emphasis cannot, it seems to this reviewer, be
given to the role which missions played in the preparation of
Mr. Wesley for that which came to him in Aldersgate Street.
Again Professor Schmidt casts light upon the significance
of this element in his work, T/'e Young Wesley. Even while he
was yet seeking to find peace in his own heart, "he was
possessed by the missionary idea in a manner rare in the
whole history of the Church" (p. 18). He laid his plans for the
ministry in Oglethorpe's Georgia with the purpose of making a
new beginning inChristian order, in which he could establish a
new and working form of "the Church as community and
brotherhood" (p. 20). He chose the missionary party with this
in mind, and felt that in a new land there could be established
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a Christian programme which would reproduce in his century
the conditions which marked the primitive Christian community.
From the foregoing, it can be discerned that many persons
and many influences were brought to bear upon John Wesley
during the years preceding 1738, each of which played its
part in bringing him to a personal knowledge of a living faith�
a knowledge which he had sought so earnestly. It was at this
point that he was indebted more deeply to Peter Bbhler than to
any other man. Dr. Schmidt gives us the most detailed account
of this aspect of Wesley's preparation for Aldersgate�that is,
the preparationwhich came from the direction of German piety.
From the Moravians, the scholar of Oxford discovered the real
driving-force behind New Testament Christianity.
It should be noted, finally, that no one of these types of
influence, whether from Puritanism, whether from German
Pietism, whether from Moravianism, or whether from the
missionary vision and impetus, in itself exercised the decisive
influence upon Wesley. Each force made its contribution; but
in the last analysis, it was the operation of God's grace which
brought the scholar-saint of Oxford into the new pattern of
relationship with his Lord which released the forces of his
redeemed genius upon the world of his day.
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